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ABSTRACT
Performance in athletic activities that include a significant aerobic component at mild or moderate altitudes shows a large individual variation. Physiologically, a large portion of the negative effect of altitude on exercise performance can be traced to limitations of oxygen diffusion, either at the level of the alveoli or the muscle microvasculature. In the lung, the ability to maintain arterial oxyhaemoglobin saturation (SAO₂) appears to be a primary factor, ultimately influencing oxygen delivery to the periphery. SAO₂ in hypoxia can be defended by increasing ventilatory drive; however, during heavy exercise, many athletes demonstrate limitations to expiratory flow and are unable to increase ventilation in hypoxia. Additionally, increasing ventilatory work in hypoxia may actually be negative for performance, if dyspnoea increases or muscle blood flow is reduced secondary to an increased sympathetic outflow (eg, the muscle metaboreflex response). Taken together, some athletes are clearly more negatively affected during exercise in hypoxia than other athletes. With careful screening, it may be possible to develop a protocol for determining which athletes may be the most negatively affected during competition and/or training at altitude.

INTRODUCTION
It is well established that for an individual athlete training or competing at altitude maximal oxygen uptake (VO₂max) will be impaired. It follows that exercise performance in events with a large aerobic component will likewise be impaired at altitude, except for those exercise activities that involve a fast velocity of the body through the reduced density air at altitude (eg, cycling, speed skating—in those events, performance at altitude is often enhanced vs sea level).¹ Interestingly, the extent to which performance is impaired at altitude shows a substantial individual variability across the population.²⁻⁵ This variation is hardly a new phenomenon, as in the 1970s, Dill and Adams⁶ noted that highly trained athletes at altitude are paradoxically ‘impaired to an unusual extent’ compared with lesser trained individuals. Since then, physiologists have continued efforts to determine the various factors which predict who may (or may not) be more susceptible to declines in exercise performance at altitude.

During the years, substantial focus has been placed on the role of the lung, ventilation and pulmonary gas exchange limitations on exercise impairment at altitude. Certainly, oxygen delivery to the periphery is dependent on various factors that occur downstream from the lung. However, for this review, we will focus primarily on the role that pulmonary gas exchange and specifically arterial oxyhaemoglobin saturation (SAO₂, or SpO₂ when measured by oximetry) maintenance plays in predicting the decline in exercise performance at mild, moderate and the lower range of high altitude.

BASELINE VO₂MAX AND THE DECLINE IN VO₂MAX AT ALTITUDE
Across the general population, from sedentary ‘couch potatoes’ to highly trained endurance athletes, a strong relationship exists between VO₂max at sea level and the decline in VO₂max at altitude (Pearson r value range 0.56–0.94).²⁻⁴ For example, between groups of trained versus untrained individuals, ΔVO₂max between sea level and altitude is as much as 5 mL/kg/min or 3.3% greater in trained individuals at 3300 m.⁷ The explanation for this phenomenon resides at the level of the lung, as there is also a significant negative correlation between SAO₂, measured either in normoxia or hypoxia, and the decline in VO₂max.²⁻⁴,⁷⁻⁹ Therefore, individuals who are least able to maintain SAO₂ likely end up being the ones with the largest drop in VO₂max. Certainly at altitude, the decline in the partial pressure of oxygen (PO₂) in the inspired air leads to a decline in PO₂ down the cascade from the atmosphere, to the alveoli, to the arterial blood and finally into the capillary. As arterial PO₂ dips to the shoulder of the oxyhaemoglobin dissociation curve (eg, an arterial PO₂ of ~75 mm Hg), a small decline in PO₂ leads to a relatively large decline in SaO₂. Why would highly trained endurance athletes experience a larger decline in arterial PO₂ and SaO₂ during exercise compared with lesser trained individuals?

Scientific thinking on the response of SaO₂ during exercise in healthy individuals has undergone substantial change over time. The concept that oxygen transport by the pulmonary system was sufficient to maintain SaO₂ at or very near to the resting levels during submaximal and maximal exercise was the established belief among early physiologists.¹⁰ Later, conflicting data emerged documenting considerable reductions in SaO₂ during heavy exercise in select numbers of endurance-trained men,¹¹⁻¹² and subsequent work by Dempsey et al estimated the incidence of exercise-induced arterial hypoxaemia (EIH) in a group of highly trained distance runners. However, the prevalence of EIH is far from a universal phenomenon, and the finding of EIH within an individual athlete may be strongly dependent on the techniques used to determine arterial PO₂ and SaO₂ (eg, muscle temperature correction, arterial blood gas sampling vs. oximetry measures).¹⁴ The mechanism behind arterial
oxygenation desaturation during exercise seems to be greater pulmonary gas exchange limitations, secondary to some combination of inadequate hyperventilation, arterial-venous shunting, greater ventilation—perfusion (V/Q) mismatch or diffusion limitations. It is believed that each of these mechanisms plays a role in arterial hypoxaemia, with the specific magnitude of contribution of each mechanism differing both (1) across individuals, and (2) within individuals, dependent on factors such as exercise workload, training status, altitude acclimatisation status, pulmonary mechanics and more. However, on average, ~20% of the variation in arterial PO2 between individuals during exercise is due to variations in the hyperventilatory response, with the remaining ~80% of the variance in arterial PO2 roughly divided evenly between V/Q mismatch and diffusion limitations. In the case of diffusion limitations within the athletic population, the limitation does not seem to derive from a clinical issue with the alveolar—capillary barrier, but rather from a decreased transit time of the erythrocyte across the pulmonary capillary. When the endurance athlete trains chronically, this leads to an increase in stroke volume and cardiac output; however, pulmonary capillary blood volume remains unchanged. As a result, the erythrocyte must transverse the pulmonary capillary at a faster rate during maximal exercise, the available time for oxygen to diffuse from the alveoli to the erythrocyte is reduced, and in some (but not all) highly trained endurance athletes, this reduced erythrocyte transit time is shorter than the time needed for haemoglobin to become fully saturated with O2. Ultimately, independent of the mechanism behind desaturation, endurance-trained athletes with significant pulmonary gas exchange limitations, a given decline in inspired PO2 with altitude results in a greater decline in SaO2, and thus a greater reduction in skeletal muscle oxygen delivery and VO2max compared with lesser trained individuals.

**DOES A THRESHOLD ALTITUDE EXIST FOR AEROBIC IMPAIRMENT?**

An extension of this phenomenon of greater susceptibility for altitude mediated declines in performance within select endurance-trained athletes also applies to the threshold altitude for aerobic impairment. Original thinking on the topic from the 1960s held that there was no significant decline in VO2max up to an altitude of 1524 m. In the 1980s, the same research laboratory revised the threshold altitude for aerobic impairment down to 1219 m. However, the first study only had a sample size of six participants, and the latter study used recreational runners who were of mostly average fitness. Based on these data, Terrados et al theorised that the threshold altitude for aerobic impairment may not be universal for all, and their group ultimately showed that trained athletes demonstrate a reduction in VO2max at a much lower threshold altitude (900 m) than untrained individuals (1200 m). Gore et al demonstrated a significant aerobic impairment at an even lower altitude of 580 m, and a regression of data from 11 different studies on endurance-trained athletes show a linear reduction in VO2max with ascent from sea level. Our research group took these analyses one step further, by dividing endurance-trained athletes into cohorts of EIH and non-EIH, based on oximetry estimates of SaO2 during maximal exercise at sea level. Despite having sea level VO2max values that were not different (EIH=71.1±5.3 vs non-EIH=67.2±7.6 mL/kg/min), the EIH athlete group demonstrated a significant decline in VO2max of 4.2% at a simulated mild altitude of 1000 m, whereas the non-EIH athlete group had no change in VO2max at 1000 m. In total, these data suggest that SaO2 maintenance, and not baseline VO2max levels per se, is a primary limiting factor determining VO2max decline with exposure to acute altitude.

**WHAT ABOUT EXERCISE PERFORMANCE?**

Although understanding the mechanism behind VO2max decline at altitude is important, for the competitive endurance athlete, performance is the primary outcome of interest. Endurance athletes in sports such as distance running, cycling, swimming and cross country skiing do not hold VO2max competitions—they race against each other. It is well established that the ability to consume oxygen at a high rate is strongly linked to endurance exercise performance. However, does the link from SaO2 maintenance to VO2max maintenance at altitude extend one step further to include maintenance of competitive performance outcomes? In an attempt to understand this relationship better, we examined 26 elite US distance runners (17 M, 9 W), each lifetime sea level residents and all but one ranked among the top 50 US distance runners in their primary event in the year of the study. SaO2 was estimated using oximetry during a constant speed, simulated race pace exercise bout on a treadmill at sea level, and 3000 m time trials were completed on a standard 400 m track at sea level and at 2100 m, 48 h after arrival to 2500 m. As expected, group 3000 m performance was slower at altitude (Δ3000 m time=48.5±12.7 s). However, when participants were divided into LoSat (<91%) and HiSat (>93%) groups, on the basis of oximetry estimates of arterial SaO2 values during the sea level race pace treadmill bout, the LoSat group demonstrated a significant worsening of performance at 2100 m compared with the HiSat group (figure 1).

These data would suggest that prescreening SaO2 during heavy or maximal exercise may help to predict who may or may not be more negatively affected at altitude than an average response. Certainly, SaO2 will not be an absolute predictor of the magnitude of performance decline at altitude. However, 71% of the time our LoSat and HiSat designations correctly predicted whether an athlete would experience a performance decline at altitude that was more or less than the group mean. For the elite athlete, for whom training and competitive efforts must be regulated very tightly, this information may be quite beneficial. Coaches could, in theory, make modifications in training loads while at altitude, or in team sports, make personnel decisions about playing time in competitions at altitude based (in part) on the ability to maintain SaO2 during exercise.

![Figure 1](image)

**Figure 1** Differences between LoSat and HiSat groups in (left) the change in race pace VO2 between normoxia and hypoxia (16.3% O2) and (right) the change in 3000 m race time between sea level and an altitude of 2100 m. Values are means±SE. *Significantly different from HiSat, p<0.05. Reprinted with permission from Wolter Kluver Health.
ROLE OF THE VENTILATORY RESPONSE TO EXERCISE

One key question that follows is whether an athlete demonstrates a low SaO2 during exercise, and if SaO2 maintenance is important to altitude performance, are there any treatments or interventions available to mitigate the fall in SaO2? In other words, if an athlete desaturates, is there anything that can be done? Of the factors involved in the development of EIH, perhaps the only one that is under at least some level of voluntary control by the athlete is the ventilatory response to exercise. Athletes with EIH consistently show a reduced ventilatory drive during exercise compared with non-EIH athletes.27 28 Evidence in our data as a reduced VE/VO2 and end-tidal PO2 and higher end-tidal PCO2 in EIH versus non-EIH athletes.5 8 Athletes demonstrating EIH have also been shown to have lower hypoxic ventilatory responses at rest, compared with non-EIH athletes.27 The fact that differing ventilatory responses to exercise and hypoxia exist across the athletic population is important, as one of the only strategies available for the athlete to defend SaO2 during exercise is to increase ventilation, to maximise alveolar PO2 (PAO2). Our own data have shown that oximetry estimates of SaO2 during exercise in a highly endurance-trained cohort is significantly correlated to VE/VO2 (r=0.61, p<0.01).8 This significant correlation between SaO2 and VE/VO2 has also been shown to exist across trained and untrained individuals exercising submaximally at a range of simulated altitudes between 1000 and 4500 m.28

We asked if an inadequate hyperventilatory response contributes in some part to the low SaO2 exhibited by EIH athletes during heavy exercise, could the desaturation be mitigated by stimulating ventilation? PAO2 has been increased in EIH athletes using a mild hyperoxic inspirate, which reduced the hypoxaemia and increased VO2max.29 In theory, a similar response could be achieved by increasing VE. Interestingly, caffeine in moderate doses has a long history as a ventilatory stimulant, showing effects on both central and peripheral chemosensitivity.30 31 In a cohort of eight caffeine naïve athletes with EIH (VO2max=69.2±4 mL/kg/min; oximetry estimates of SaO2 at VO2max=88.0±1.7%), we found that a moderate dose of caffeine (8 mg/kg body weight, 90 min prior to exercise) significantly increased submaximal and maximal exercise ventilation compared with placebo.32 VE/VO2, end-tidal PO2 and oximetry estimates of SaO2 all significantly increased during submaximal exercise after caffeine; however, none of these variables were different between treatments during maximal exercise and VO2max was not different between caffeine and placebo (figure 2). The data suggest that the pharmacological effect of caffeine on exercise ventilation and arterial saturation maintenance are workload dependent. Although existing evidence suggests a decrease in the gain of the ventilatory response to various stimuli with increasing workload (eg, inspired CO2, increased dead space, hypoxia inspire), we believe that the approaching (or frank achievement) of mechanical expiratory flow limitation may strongly affect the ventilatory response to exercise and potentially, the downstream effects on arterial oxygenation.35 36

Mechanical limitations to expiratory flow

Untrained individuals are typically able to increase both VE and VE/VO2 during maximal exercise in hypoxia compared with normoxia.2 4 7 28 However, the ventilatory requirement of highly trained endurance athletes during heavy exercise is substantially greater than the ventilation produced by untrained individuals.14 37 As a result, the highly trained endurance athlete may have little reserve to increase ventilation during hypoxic exercise at heavy or maximal workloads. In fact, many athletes reach some degree of mechanical limitation to expiratory flow during heavy exercise.34 38 Specifically, the effort-independent portion of the maximal flow-volume relationship during expiration is met by some portion of the tidal breath. In this case, athletes who demonstrate significant expiratory flow limitation may be at a disadvantage at altitude compared with non-flow limited athletes, as they will lack the mechanical reserve to increase ventilation to defend PAO2 and SaO2.

To test the role of expiratory flow limitation on the ventilatory and gas exchange responses to hypoxia, we examined a cohort of highly trained endurance athletes who performed maximal exercise in normoxia and mild hypoxia.39 In participants who were non-flow limited, meaning none of their tidal flow volume loop during maximal exercise encroached on the maximal flow volume envelope, VE at VO2max was significantly increased by 9.8% in mild hypoxia versus sea level (figure 3). However, in participants who were grouped as flow limited,
with a mean 56±11% (range 43–70%) of their tidal flow volume loop meeting or exceeding the maximal flow volume boundary, VE at VO2max was not significantly different between normoxia (159.5±9.4 L/min) and mild hypoxia (162.3±6.0 L/min). Even when the flow limited athletes were challenged with the double stimuli of both caffeine and a hypoxic inspire, they still did not increase VE during maximal exercise over values obtained with ingestion of a placebo and a normoxic inspire. Thus, the ability to increase exercise ventilation in hypoxia to attempt to defend SaO2 is strongly influenced by the mechanical ventilatory reserve available.

It should be noted that in the endurance athlete population, our data consistently show that expiratory flow limitation during heavy exercise is not usually caused by a constrained maximal flow volume envelope. Rather, flow limited athletes typically have a stronger ventilatory response to exercise than non-flow limited athletes. For example, our data show that during maximal exercise VE/VO2 and end tidal PO2 are consistently higher and end tidal PCO2 lower in flow limited versus non-flow limited athletes, which is counter to what is typically seen in individuals who are flow limited due to disease or ageing. Owing to the strong ventilatory response to exercise, we often refer to athletes with expiratory flow limitation as ‘flow maximizers’ rather than flow limited. By comparison, non-flow limited athletes often have substantial ventilatory reserve during heavy exercise in hypoxia, but still do not increase VE further to defend the fall in SaO2. Why this is the case is not clear, but it may have to do with the metabolic cost associated with ventilation and potential negative factors associated with high amounts of respiratory muscle work.

Metabolic cost of ventilation and the metaboreflex response

At any exercise workload, even if an athlete is flow limited, there are options available to increase ventilation. The athlete could: (1) increase expiratory pressure at the beginning of expiration to take advantage of the higher flows available at higher lung volumes or (2) increase end expiratory lung volume, shifting the tidal volume closer to total lung capacity, where higher expiratory flows can be achieved. While these two ventilatory strategies are available to the athlete, many ‘choose’ not to do either, as both options involve increased work by the respiratory muscles, an associated increase in the metabolic cost of breathing and increased dyspnoea. Additionally, increasing respiratory muscle work at high ventilations has been associated with a sympathetic metaboreflex response, where vasoconstriction causes blood flow to the locomotor muscles to decrease, likely in an effort to prioritise blood flow to the respiratory musculature. Therefore, while increasing ventilation during heavy exercise in hypoxia may be seen as a mechanism to defend PAO2 and SaO2, locomotor muscle oxygen delivery may be compromised, however this has not been rigorously tested. Similarly, although non-flow limited athletes have mechanical room to increase exercise ventilation to defend PO2 and SaO2 in hypoxia, they may modulate work output (eg, in a self-paced performance trial) to avoid higher levels of ventilatory work and dyspnoea. This was the case in unpublished data from our laboratory showing that non-flow limited athletes demonstrate a greater performance decline in 17% O2 during a 5km all-out cycle performance trial, compared with a flow limited group. We believe that the flow limited athletes may simply be accustomed to higher levels of ventilatory work which maximises their available mechanical room for ventilation, and thus were not as affected by a hypoxic stimulus (from a ventilatory standpoint) during a maximal effort performance trial.

SCREENING OF THE INDIVIDUAL RESPONSE TO EXERCISE AT ALTITUDE

For the athlete and coach preparing for either training or competition at altitude in a sport with an aerobic component, are there steps that can be taken at sea level, prior to departure, to determine the individual response to acute altitude exposure? For select sporting activities, time trials or other direct performance measures could be completed using a normoxic and a hypoxic inspire. It is to be remembered that most hypoxic delivery models at sea level utilise normobaric hypoxia, which may produce differing physiological responses than the hypobaric hypoxia that the athletes will experience at terrestrial altitude. However, for team-based sport athletes (the focus of these conference proceedings), logistically there are perhaps few options for a direct method for pretesting actual performance decline at altitude. However, based on the data presented in this review, it can be emphasized that there are measures that could be completed at sea level, which combined would perhaps provide an indication to the degree which the athlete tolerates exercise at altitude.

Measures of arterial SaO2 during exercise

With the strongest correlating factor to VO2max declines at altitude being the degree of pulmonary gas exchange limitations, measuring SpO2 non-invasively during exercise appears to be a useful tool. A progressive exercise test, ideally using the same mode of exercise (running, cycling, cross country skiing, etc) that the athlete makes use of in competition, as well as a range of efforts that includes the expected workloads of training and competition, should be utilised. Although there is not a hard desaturation threshold established, athletes who desaturate more than others will likely be more negatively affected at altitude. Keeping in mind the limitations associated with pulse oximetry (eg, motion artifact), those demonstrating an SpO2 less than ~92% during sea level exercise, being already on the shoulder of the oxyhaemoglobin dissociation curve, will likely experience larger declines in VO2max at altitude compared with athletes who maintain SpO2 at higher levels (for an example of typical EIH and non-EIH athlete responses, see table 1). If available, measures of PAO2 during exercise can add additional insight, as athletes with low PAO2 measures during heavy or maximal exercise are often (but not always) the ones who show the most

Table 1  Response of a representative EIH and non-EIH participant to maximal exercise in normoxia and mild hypoxia (0.187 O2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>VO2max (mL/kg/min)</th>
<th>SaO2 (%)</th>
<th>VE (L/min)</th>
<th>PETCO2 (mm Hg)</th>
<th>PETCO2 (mm Hg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EIH</td>
<td>76.2</td>
<td>88.6</td>
<td>129.1</td>
<td>112.1</td>
<td>43.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normoxia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIH</td>
<td>71.9</td>
<td>83.0</td>
<td>140.4</td>
<td>101.8</td>
<td>36.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild hypoxia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-EIH</td>
<td>79.8</td>
<td>95.1</td>
<td>147.4</td>
<td>125.9</td>
<td>31.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normoxia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-EIH</td>
<td>80.3</td>
<td>92.8</td>
<td>150.2</td>
<td>109.0</td>
<td>31.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild hypoxia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data from reference6. PETCO2, end-tidal CO2 partial pressure; PETCO2, end-tidal O2 partial pressure; SaO2, oxyhaemoglobin saturation; VE, minute ventilation; VO2max, maximal oxygen uptake.
hypoxaemia. Should it be possible to complete a second test using a hypoxic inspirate equivalent to the altitude of training/competition, the decline in VO₂max and SaO₂, as well as the increase in VE and heart rate would give an even more refined data set on which to predict performance decline at altitude.

**Hypoxic ventilatory response**

While it has been shown that individuals with a high hypoxic ventilatory response have better performances and less acute mountain sickness symptoms at extreme altitudes, we have not found a significant relationship between the isocapnic HVR at rest and the decline in VO₂max or performance with acute altitude exposure. However, a lack of a correlation between HVR and ΔVO₂max or ΔPerformance from sea level to moderate altitude in our studies may simply be the result of a small distribution of HVR values. Most highly trained athletes (including a large portion of the cohort of athletes studied in our laboratory) display substantially blunted peripheral chemoresponsiveness with HVR values that are quite homogeneous.

For example, of 53 endurance athletes studied in our laboratory, 89% displayed HVR values between 0.03 and 0.45 L/min/% SaO₂, a narrow range of values which makes a correlational analysis between HVR and performance decline at altitude less meaningful. Anecdotally, in contrast to the data from mountaineers at high altitudes, our group has noted that the few athletes who demonstrate relatively strong hypoxic ventilatory responses (i.e., greater than -0.5 L/min/%SaO₂) typically demonstrate the most dyspnoea and perceived exertion during training on arrival and throughout training at moderate altitude. As a result, these athletes tend to struggle more with workouts and may train at lower workloads in an effort to avoid large pulmonary transit time during exercise in athletes.

**Expiratory flow limitation**

A measure of expiratory flow limitation may be useful in characterising how an athlete may respond to exercise and training in hypoxia. Owing to many, if not most flow limited athletes within the athletic population reach or approach flow limited status due to a vigorous ventilatory response to exercise which they are accustomed to even at sea level, added sensations of dyspnoea during hypoxic exercise may be less than in non-flow limited athletes. At least with acute exposure to altitude, non-flow limited athletes may reduce work output during training, in an effort to keep ventilation and dyspnoea at manageable levels.

**What are the new findings?**

- Arterial oxyhaemoglobin saturation (SaO₂) is strongly linked to the ability to maintain maximal oxygen uptake at altitude.
- By extension, the ability to defend SaO₂ is also strongly linked to the ability to maintain performance in aerobic activities at altitude.
- Pharmacologically stimulating ventilation increases end-tidal PO₂ and SaO₂ during submaximal exercise, but not during maximal exercise where many athletes reach a mechanical limit for expiratory flow.

**How might it impact on clinical practice in the near future?**

- Screening responses such as SaO₂ or SpO₂ during exercise, expiratory flow limitation and hypoxic ventilatory response at rest may provide coaches and athletes valuable information about how they might individually respond to training or competition at altitude.
- This information could allow team physicians to make recommendations on how to modify intensity or duration of practice bouts at altitude, as well as playing time during altitude-based competitions.
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